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PREFACE

–Publisher

Malcolm Forbes said “Education's purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open 
one” and this is something which is always followed by Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE), whether through their education system framework or regular 
enhancement in curriculum. CBSE always believe in Global Trends of Educational 
Transformation. With same believe CBSE has introduced Problem Solving Assessment 
(PSA) so that students can develop the skills which are required in daily life.

PSA aims to focus on development of problem solving aptitude rather than subject 
theories. This helps in testing and developing various skills like psychological skills, 
thinking skills, interpersonal skills etc. PSA reduces the pressure on the students on purely 
academic grounds and shifts the focus towards aptitude building. 

PSA reflects the aptitude building in English, Mathematics, Science and Social Science. 
PSA is objective test i.e. purely contains Multiple Choice Questions which help students to 
get an idea about dealing with Competitive Examinations which they have to face in future.   

We at OSWAAL BOOKS understand student's requirements and we also understand 
that the concept of PSA is new for the students. Hence the Problem Solving Assessment 
(PSA) books for Classes VI, VII & VIII have been written so as to supplement the need of the 
students to prepare from basics to perfection. With the help of using these books 
continuously in VI, VII and VIII, students get prepared to face PSA in IX and XI.

This book contains exam oriented study material which includes standalone & passage 
completion MCQs based on Grammar & Usage and Vocabulary in context. Solutions are 
provided with proper explanations. Introduction has also been provided at the starting of 
each chapter. Also passages have been designed separately for Quantitative and Qualitative 
sections. The quantitative section comprises of mathematical aptitude questions and 
qualitative section comprises of logical reasoning based questions.  

We are sure that this book will serve as a perfect teaching guide for the teachers and good 
practice material for the students. It is expected that they will take full advantage of our 
knowledge and experience. 

At last we would like to thanks our authors, editors, reviewers and specially students 
who regularly send us suggestions which helps in continuous improvement of this book and 
makes  this book stand in the category of “One of the Best”. Wish you all Happy Learning.
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Time Allowed : Two Hours       Maximum Marks : 60
This Test Booklet contains **** pages. Do not open this Test Booklet until you are asked to do so.
Important Instructions.
 1. The Answer Sheet is inside this Test Booklet. When you are directed to open the Test Booklet, take out the Answer Sheet and fill 

in the particulars on Side – 1 and Side – 2 carefully with blue/black ball point pen only.
 2. The Test Booklet contains 60 questions divided into three sections A, B and C. A candidate is required to attempt all the three 

Sections. There are 24 questions in Section A, 18 questions in Section B and 18 questions in Section C.
  Section A : Language Conventions (Questions 1 to 24) To be attempted either from English Language or from Hindi Language.
  Section B : Qualitative Reasoning (Questions 25 to 42), 
  Section C : Quantitative Reasoning (Questions 43 to 60)
 3. All the three Sections contain Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs). Some of these questions are passage based MCQs whereas 

others are stand alone MCQs. Each of these questions has four options out of which only ONE option is correct. A candidate has 
to select the correct option and fill the corresponding number in the Answer Sheet against the question.

 4. Each Question carries one mark. For each correct response, the candidate will get one mark. There is no negative marking for 
any of the questions and un attempted question earns no marks.

 5. On completion of the test, the candidates MUST HAND OVER THE ANSWER SHEET TO THE INVIGILATOR in the  
room / hall. The candidates are allowed to take away this Test Booklet with them.

 6. The candidates should not leave the Examination Hall without handing over their Answer Sheet to the Invigilator on duty 
and sign the Attendance Sheet. Cases where a candidate has not signed the Attendance Sheet or the Answer Sheet has not been 
handed over to the Invigilator shall be dealt as an Unfair means case.

 7. Use blue/black ball point pen only for writing particulars on this page and writing or marking responses on Answer Sheet.
 8. The candidates should ensure that the Answer Sheet is not folded or damaged. Do not make any stray marks on the Answer 

Sheet.
 9. The candidates are governed by all Rules and Regulations of the board with regard to their conduct in the Examination Hall. 

All cases of unfair means will be dealt with as per Rules and Regulations of the Board. 
 10. IN CASE OF ANY DOUBT, QUESTION IN ENGLISH WILL BE TREATED AS FINAL
Roll No. :
Candidate’s Name :
Candidate’s Signature :                               Invigilator’s Signature

SECTION A : (Language Conventions)
Note : This section of the question paper contains 24 
questions in English Language. A student is required to 
attempt all the 24 questions.

Directions (Questions 1 to 8) Read the Passage. Then 
answer the questions below :

Passage
Philadelphia is a city known for many things. But 
one fact about Philadelphia is not so well-known : it 
is home to nearly 3,000 murals painted on the sides of 
homes and buildings around the city. In fact, it is said 
that Philadelphia has more murals than any other 
city in the world, with the exception of Rome. Take 
a walk around some of the poorest neighborhoods 
full of broken windows and littered front steps, and 
you will find beautiful works of art on the sides and 
fronts of buildings. Special buses take tourists to 
different parts of the city to see the various murals, 
which range from huge portraits of historical heroes, 
to cityscapes, to scenes depicting the diverse ethnic 
groups that call Philadelphia home.

 1. As used in paragraph1, the phrase ‘‘it is said’’ 
suggests that the author is :

 (a) Knowingly misleading the reader
 (b)  using a quote from someone else

 (c)  referring to something that is widely believed, 
but may be untrue

 (d)  referring to something that he or she does not 
personally believe

 2. The phrase “with the exception of Rome” means  
that :

 (a) Rome has more murals than Philadelphia
 (b)  Philadelphia has more murals than Rome
 (c)  Rome has the most beautiful murals of all
 (d)  Rome and Philadelphia are the only cities with 

murals
 3. According to the passage, the murals in Philadelphia:
 (a) draw tourists who want to see them
 (b)  instill responsibility and pride in the people who 

paint them
 (c)  are solely designed by the youth who paint them
 (d)  none of the above
 4. As per the passage murals are based on_____ .
 (a) portraits of historical heroes
 (b)  cityscapes
 (c)  ethnic groups
 (d)  all the above
 5. Based on information in the passage, the author 

most likely believes that :
 (a) there are too many murals in Philadelphia
 (b)  the mural program was an inspirational idea
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 (c)  all troubled youth should learn how to paint
 (d)  every city in the country should adopt the mural 

program
 6. Select the antonym of ethnic ?
 (a) racial (b)  tribal
 (c)  ethnical (d)  non-racial
 7. One word for pictorial representation of a person ?
 (a) sketch (b)  landscape
 (c)  portrait (d)  figure
 8. The meaning of mural is :
 (a) oil painting
 (b)  painting done on the surface of a wall
 (c)  fabric painting (d)  art piece

(Questions 9 to 12): Read the following notice and 
select the most appropriate word to fill in the gap.

LOST
January 10, 2015 
This is to inform(9) ______ students that a wrist watch 
is lost in the school during the recess period. It is(10) 
______ HMT watch with a golden case and a golden 
chain. The finder(11) _______ requested to return it to 
the undersigned immadiately. He will be(12) ______ 
rewarded.

 9. Which of these fits gap 9 ?
 (a) all (b)  some
 (c)  many (d)  any
 10. Which of these fits gap 10 ?
 (a) a (b)  an
 (c)  the (d)  no article
 11. Which of these fits gap 11 ?
 (a) is  (b)  are 
 (c) was (d)  were
 12. Which of these fits gap 12 ?
 (a) properly (b)  suitably
 (c)  perfectly (d)  completely
 13. Select the correct indirect speech for He said to me, 

“Do you need money ?”
 (a) He told me if I needed money.
 (b)  He asked me that I needed money.
 (c)  He told me that I needed money.
 (d)  He asked me if I needed money.
 14. Select the correct passive voice for He has lost his 

pen.
 (a) His pen has been lost by him.
 (b)  His pen had been lost by him.
 (c)  His pen has lost by him.
 (d)  His pen had lost by him.
 15. The antonym for opposite is 
 (a) reverse (b) contrary 
 (c)  contradictory (d) similar
 16. One who knows many languages is called _______
 (a) bilingual (b) multilingual
 (c)  linguist (d) dumb
 17. Which of these fit the gap ?
  It .................... rain today, I should carry an umbrella.
 (a) will (b) shall
 (c)  may (d)  can
 18. Which of these fit the gap ?
  He bought ____ uniform for himself.
 (a) a (b)  an
 (c)  the (d)  two

(Questions 19–22) : Read the passage and select the 
correct form of the missing word/phrase to complete 
it.

A new species of whale has been ....19.... in an 
underwater canyon in the Gulf of Mexico, but 
scientists fear they won’t have long ....20..... it : There 
are only about 50 of the .....21..... species of Bryde’s 
whale left in waters off the Florida Panhandle, and 
their Desoto Canyon habitat is in ....22.... danger from 
the oil industry and other threats, making it possibly 
the most endangered animal in the world.

 19. Which of these fits gap 19 ?
 (a) naming (b)  from
 (c)  identified (d)  regarding
 20. Which of these fits gap 20 ?
 (a) to get to know (b)  to pull up
 (c)  to knock down (d)  to get rid of
 21. Which of these fits gap 21 ?
 (a) dirty (b)  inexpensive
 (c)  invisible (d)  unique
 22. Which of these fits gap 22 ?
 (a) wonder (b)  economical
 (c)  severe (d)  tolerable

(Questions 23 to 24): Complete this passage by 
selecting the most suitable word from each list to fill 
the corresponding gap.
A daily dose of motivation helps us ....23.... with 
the challenges we face daily, giving us strength and 
reinforcing our beliefs in our own abilities. Motivation 
has been an ....24.... daily component in the long term 
success of any winner.

 23. Which of these fits gap 23 ?
 (a) copy (b)  cope
 (c)  cop (d)  cape
 24. Which of these fits gap 24 ?
 (a) integrity  (b)  important
 (c)  integral (d)  useless

SECTION B : (Qualitative Reasoning)
(Questions 25 – 30) : Read the following passage and 
answer the questions that follow.
The bio sphere is the narrow zone of contact 
between the land, water and air. It is in this zone 
that life which is unique to this planet exists. There 
are several species of organisms that vary in size 
from microbes and bacteria to huge mammals. All 
the living organisms including humans are linked 
to each other and to the biosphere for survival. The 
organisms in the biosphere may broadly be divided 
into the plant kingdom and the animal kingdom. The 
three domains of the earth interact with each other 
and affect each other. For example, cutting of forests 
for fulfilling our needs of wood, or clearing land for 
agriculture may lead to fast removal of soil from 
slopes. Similarly, earth’s surface may be changed due 
to Natural calamities like Earthquakes. For example, 
there could be submergence of land, as happened 
in the case of tsunami recently. Parts of Andaman 
and Nicobar islands were submerged under water. 
Discharged of waste material into lakes and rivers 
make the water unsuitable for human use. It  also 
damages other forms of life.

 25. Biosphere consists of :
 (a) Land (b)  Water
 (c)  Air (d)  All of these
 26. Which is the major constituent of air ?
 (a) Carbon dioxide (b)  Oxygen
 (c)  Nitrogen (d)  Argon
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 27. Parts of Andaman and Nicobar islands were 
submerged under water due to 

 (a) Earthquake (b)  Global Warming
 (c)  Tsunami (d)  Drought
 28. Cutting of forests and clearing land leads to 
 (a) Removal of soil (b)  Flood
 (c)  volcanic eruption (d)  None of these
 29. The organisms in the biosphere may broadly be 

divided into how many Kingdoms ?
 (a) one (b)  two
 (c)  three (d)  four
 30. Increase in amount of carbon dioxide leads to 
 (a) Flood (b)  Global Warming
 (c)  Drought (d)  Earthquake
 31. In a row, if Rohan is 8th from left end and 3rd from 

right end. The number of boys in the row is ____
 (a) 11 (b)  8
 (c)  10 (d)  7
 32. Choose the most appropriate option on the basis of 

truthfulness—
  A book always has ................
 (a) Chapters (b)  Pages
 (c)  Stories (d)  Pictures
 33. If LATE = 8&4$ and HIRE = 7*3$, then HAIL = ___.
 (a) 7&8* (b)  &7*8
 (c)  7*&8 (d)  7&*8
 34. Neetu had 500 coins in a jar. She sorted the coins into 

25 stacks. Each stack had the same number of coins, 
How many coins were in each stack ?

 (a) 20 (b)  45
 (c)  25 (d)  12
 35. Six persons are sitting around a round table, facing 

each other. Lalit is at the immediate left of Sunanda. 
Harleen is at the immediate right of Shreedhar, 
Sudeep is between laxmi and Shreedhar. Sunanda 
is to the immediate left of Laxmi. Who is sitting 
between Sunanda and Sudeep ?

 (a) Herleen (b)  Laxmi
 (c)  Shreedhar (d)  Lalit
 36. If in a month of 30 days, third Friday falls on 17th, 

what will be the last day of the month ?
 (a) 5th Friday (b)  4th Sunday
 (c)  5th Thursday (d)  4th Saturday

(Questions 37 – 42) : Read the following passage and 
answer the questions that follow.
The Sahara desert despite its harsh climate has been 
inhabited by various groups of people. Among them 
Bedouins and Tuaregs are tribes. These groups are 
nomadic tribes rearing livestock such as goats, sheep, 
camels and horses, These animals provide them 
with milk, hides from which they make leather for 
belt, slippers, water bottles; hair is used for mats, 
carpets, clothes and blankets. They wear heavy robes 
as protection against dust storms and hot winds. 
The oasis in the Sahara and the Nile valley in Egypt 
supports settled population. Since water is available, 
the people grow date palms. Crops such as rice, wheat, 
barley and beans also grown. Egyption cotton, famous 
worldwide is grown in Egypt. The discovery of oil, a 
product in great demand throughout the world, in 
Algeria, Libya and Egypt is constantly transforming 
the Sahara desert. Other minerals of importance 
that are found in the area include iron, phosphorus, 
manganese and uranium. The cultural landscape of 
the Sahara is undergoing change. Gleaming glass 
cased office buildings tower over mosques and 

superhighways crisscross the ancient camel paths. 
Trucks are replacing camels in the salt trade tuaregs 
are seen acting as guides to foreign tourists. More 
and more nomadic herdsmen are taking to city life 
finding jobs in oil and gas operations.

 37. Which type of climate does Sahara desert have ?
 (a) Harsh (b)  Cool
 (c)  Wet (d)  Arid
 38. From which group the Bedouins and Tuaregs are 

belong to 
 (a) Pastoralists (b)  Nomadic
 (c)  Hunters (d)  Gatherers
 39. In Sahara desert, mats, carpets. clothes are made up 

of animals’–________
 (a) Bone (b)  Meat
 (c)  Hair (d)  Ear
 40. For what is Egypt worldwide famous ?
 (a) Clothes (b)  Date palm
 (c)  Cotton (d)  Mangoes
 41. Which product is in great demand in the world ?
 (a) Coconut (b)  Date palm
 (c)  Oil (d)  Mango
 42. Camels are being replaced by
 (a) Deer (b)  Asses
 (c)  Trucks (d)  Oxen

SECTION C : (Quantitative Reasoning)
(Question 43 – 46) : Read the following passage and 
answer the questions that follow.
Personal hygiene is the first step to good grooming 
and good health. Impressive personality is the result 
of continuous grooming.
If you are blessed with hair, it is easy enough to 
maintain it. Wash your hair at least once a week using 
soap or mild shampoo. Avoid shampoos with borax 
or alkalis. Rinse well. Dry your hair after a wash. 
Brush your hair three to four times a day with a soft 
brush or a wide toothed comb. Wash your brush and 
comb every time you wash your hair.
Soap and water are essential for keeping the skin clean. 
A good bath once or twice a day is recommended, 
especially in tropical countries like India.
Brush teeth twice a day and rinse well after every 
meal. Brushing before going to bed is important.
Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water before 
and after every meal and after visiting the toilet 
Soaping and rinsing should cover the areas between 
fingers, nails and back of the hand. Hands should be 
dried with a clean towel after wash. The towel at the 
wash stand has to be washed and changed every day.
While cooking, especially when packing lunches, 
you can prevent food from spoilage and minimize 
contamination by keeping your hands clean. While 
handling food avoid scratching or touching the ears, 
nose, mouth or other body parts. If you need to use 
a handkerchief or tissue, wash your hands after that. 
keep your nails short.
Cosmetology, which aids in correcting or beautifying 
external parts of the body to improve appearance, 
cleanliness, has made great advancements.
We believe that good health has a direct bearing on 
good looks.

 43. Choose the correct statement in the following 
 (a) Soap and water are not essential for keeping the 

skin clean
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 (b)  Good personality is the result of continuous 
grooming 

 (c)  Hands should not be dried with a clean towel 
after wash because it can loss your germ 
protection power.

 (d)  we should not Wash our brush and comb every 
time we wash our hair.

 44. What kind of shampoo should be avoided for 
maintaining our hairs

 (a) mild shampoo (b)  Herbal shampoo
 (c)  Borax / alkali shampoo
 (d)  Ayurvedic shampoo
 45. What are the steps to be followed for keeping 

ourselves healthy ?
 (a) Brush teeth twice a day and rinse well after every 

meal 
 (b)  While handling food avoid scratching, or touching 

the ears, nose mouth or the body orifices
 (c)  Wash hands thoroughly with soap and water 

before and after every meal and after visiting the 
toilet.

 (d)  All of the above
 46. The branch of science that deals with beautifying 

external parts of the body to improve our appearance 
 (a) Cosmography (b)  Cosmetology
 (c)  Chronology (d)  Cosmology
 47. If the difference of squares of two consecutive 

natural numbers is 131 then the expression will be—
 (a) 642 – 632 (b)  622 – 612

 (c)  652 – 642 (d)  662 – 652

 48. In how much time will ` 100 become ` 121 at the rate 
of 10% interest, compounded yearly ?

 (a) 1½ (b)  2
 (c)  1 (d)  2½

 
49. Ram scored

 

13
25

 in mathematics and Shyam scored
 

23
50  

in mathematics. Who scored more marks ?

 (a) Ram (b)  Shyam
 (c)  both have equal score
 (d)  cannot be determined
  Study the following table carefully and answer the 

questions given below.
  Population (in lakh) of five states over the year

State / Year A B C D E

2003 15.6 22.6 18.4 16.6 24.2

2004 16.8 20.8 19.2 18.2 23.8

2005 18.8 24.2 19.8 17.8 25.8

2006 18.4 26.4 20.8 19.8 26.4

2007 20.2 28.2 22.6 22.4 28.2
 50. That is the average population of state B (in lakh) for 

all the years together ?
 (a) 25.24 (b)  24.44
 (c)  24.24 (d)  25.44
 51. If xy = yx, then what will be possible values of x and 

y ?
 (a) x = 2, y = 4 (b)  x = 3, y = 2
 (c)  x = 0, y = 1 (d)  x = 1, y = 0
 52. Rajesh is an archery player he fires three arrows. 

Each one hits the scoring ring. Which one of the 
following total score is not possible in all the hits ?

5

7

10

 (a) 22 (b)  26
 (c)  24 (d)  20
 53. A box contains 5 red balls, 7 white balls and 3 black 

balls. Find the probability that a ball picked up at 
random will be white.

 
(a) 

1
3  

(b)
  

1
5

 
(c)

  

7
15

 (d)  1

 54. A person saves 20% of his income. His income 
increases by 20% but his saving amount remains the 
same. Find the increased percent in his expenditure.

 (a) 25% (b)  27%
 (c)  20% (d)  30%
 55. The area of rectangle is ‘xy‘ where ‘x’ is length and 

‘y’ is breadth. If the length of rectangle is increased 
by 5 units and breadth is decreased by 3 units, the 
new area of rectangle will be—

 (a) (x – y) (x + 3) (b)  xy + 15
 (c)  (x + 5) (y – 3) (d)  (xy + (5) + (–3)
 56. The cost price of 10 articles is ` 3000. If a shopkeeper 

sells all articles with a profit of 10% What is the 
selling price of 2 articles ?

 (a) ` 600 (b)  ` 660
 (c)  ` 550 (d)  ` 100

(Questions 57 – 60) : Read the following passage and 
answer the questions that follow.
The number of oscillations per second is called the 
frequency of oscillation. Frequency is expressed 
in hertz. Its symbol is Hz. A frequency of 1 Hz is 
one oscillation per second. The fact is that sounds 
of frequencies less than about 20 vibrations per 
second (20 Hz) cannot be detected by the human 
ear. Such sounds are called inaudible. On the higher 
side, sounds of frequencies higher than that 20,000 
vibrations per second (20 KHz) are also not audible 
to the human ear. Thus, for human ear, the range of 
audible frequencies is roughly from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

 57. A pendulum oscillates 40 times in 4 seconds. Find its 
frequency—

 (a) 15 Hz (b)  20 Hz
 (c)  10 Hz (d)  25 Hz
 58. A sound of 22,000 Hz can be—
 (a) Inaudible (b)  Infrasonic
 (c)  Audible (d)  None of the above
 59. Which of the following sound is come under audible 

range—
 (a) 50 vibrations in 2 seconds
 (b)  75 vibrations in 15 seconds 
 (c)  100 vibrations in 6 seconds
 (d)  None of the above
 60. Frequency of vibrations of wings of a mosquito is 

500 Hz. How many times this mosquito can vibrate 
its wings in 1 minute—

 (a) 32,000 (b)  31,000
 (c)  30,000 (d)  33,000

qq



CHAPTER

1
Sentence Completion

Quick Review
 A group of words arranged together to make a complete sense is called sentence e.g., please tell me where the bus 

stop is, she said that she was hungry

TYPES OF SENTENCES

Assertive   Declarative
Interrogative

Sentence
Imperative Exclamatory

 In these types of questions, a sentence is given with one blank space in it. For this blank space some alternatives are 
given. The student is required to choose the most appropriate choice.

Example
  Direction : From the given alternatives, select the most appropriate choice to fill in the blank.
 1. The ................... of the colourful peacock excited the child.
 (a) cleverness (b) sight
 (c) confidence (d) laziness
 Solution : (b) 

The sight of the colourful peacock excited the child.

Exercise
Directions : From the given alternatives, select the 
most appropriate choice to fill in the blank.

 1. It .................... rain today, I should carry an umbrella.
  [KVS SQP, 2015]
 (a) will (b) shall
 (c) may (d) can
 2. He bought .................... uniform for himself.
 [KVS SQP, 2015]
 (a) a (b) an
 (c) the (d) two

 3. Select the correct indirect speech for He said to me, 
“Do you need money ?” [KVS SQP, 2015]

 (a) He told me if I needed money.
 (b) He asked me that I needed money.
 (c) He told me that I needed money.
 (d) He asked me if I needed money.
 4. Select the correct passive voice for He has lost his 

pen. [KVS SQP, 2015]
 (a) His pen has been lost by him.
 (b) His pen had been lost by him.
 (c) His pen has lost by him.
 (d) His pen had lost by him.

SECTION-A
Language Conventions
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